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US ITER

STATUS

The ITER Project is >65% Complete for First Plasma

ITER site, October 2019. Photo: ITER Organization

ITER Mission
• To demonstrate the scientific and technological
feasibility of fusion energy for peaceful purposes

First Plasma Project Funding

• To produce and study a burning plasma—the
next major step for fusion energy development.

• FY2018 appropriation: $122M

US Participation in ITER

• FY2020 appropriation: $157M*

• The US participation includes ~9% of construction cost and
~14% of operations cost in return for 100% of all ITERdeveloped scientific data and intellectual property, making
the US ITER Project among the most highly leveraged in the
DOE portfolio.

• FY2017 appropriation: $50M
• FY2019 appropriation: $132M
• Final project cost and schedule remains
dependent on annual rates of DOE funding.
* Additional $85M appropriated for financial contributions to the
ITER Organization, which is not part of the US First Plasma Project.

• For First Plasma, the US is delivering hardware for magnet
systems, steady state electrical network, tokamak cooling
water system, vacuum and roughing pump systems, plasma
heating, pellet injection, and diagnostics.

US Project Highlights
• US First Plasma project (Subproject-1) was baselined
(January 13, 2017) and is now approximately 62% complete.
• 2 US hardware subsystems are complete; 3 more
subsystems are in fabrication, and the remainder are in
prototyping and/or design.

International Highlights
• The ITER Project is over 65% complete for First Plasma.
• Deliveries of components are underway, including major
items for the magnet systems, vacuum vessel and electrical
power networks.

The ITER machine will be the largest tokamak in the world, with a plasma
volume of more than 800 cubic meters. Image: ITER Organization

Over 80% of the US ITER Project funding to date remains
in the US, advancing fusion research, technology and
manufacturing
• US ITER has awarded over 600 contracts in 47 states + DC.
• The total funded value of contracts awarded to US industry and
universities plus obligations to DOE national laboratories exceeds
$1.1B as of December 2019.
-

Awards to industry: ~$630M

-

Awards to universities: ~$20M

-

Obligations to National Laboratories: ~$454M

• Awards and obligations support ~500 direct employees and
over ~1,100 indirect jobs in the US
• Major active contracts include:
-

General Atomics (CA) for central solenoid modules

-

Precision Custom Components (PA) and Petersen, Inc. (UT) for central
solenoid structures

-

Robatel Technologies (VA) for central solenoid assembly tooling

-

PCC/Schulz (MS) for tokamak cooling water system piping

All US contributions to the steady state
electrical network have been delivered and
accepted. Photo: ITER Organization

• Major completed contracts:
-

Luvata Waterbury, Inc. (CT), Oxford Superconducting Technologies (NJ) and
New England Wire Technologies (NH) for toroidal field conductor strand
and cabling

-

Areva Federal Services (NC) for tokamak cooling water system design and
components

-

Schneider Electric (IL), Hyundai Corporation (TX) and ABB (NC) for steady
state electrical network components

-

R&D contracts with universities and national laboratories

All US toroidal field conductor has been
delivered and accepted. Photo: US ITER

• Other ITER partners have placed contracts for over $55M with US industry

Project History
ITER was set in motion at the Geneva Superpower Summit in November 1985,
when a collaborative international project to develop fusion energy for peaceful
purposes was proposed by General Secretary Gorbachev of the former Soviet
Union to US President Reagan. The ITER Agreement entered into force for the
United States and the six other ITER partners (China, European Union (host),
India, Japan, South Korea and Russia) in October 2007 for a period of 35 years.
The Joint Implementation Agreement (JIA) created the ITER Organization as the
agent of the seven governments to carry out the purposes of the Agreement.
US ITER is a US Department of Energy, Office of Science Project, managed by Oak
Ridge National Laboratory with partner labs Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
and Savannah River National Laboratory. The Deputy Secretary for DOE serves as
the Project Management Executive. The US ITER Project Office was established by
the DOE Office of Science in 2005. US deliveries to the ITER site began in 2014 and
continue today.
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Central solenoid module in test chamber.
Photo: GA

